Adriana Munoz-Cordova
1 Nottingham Gardens
Mutley PL4 6ES

I am a mother of this community.

I have been enjoying Plymouth Central Park with my children for long time as i know many other families in Plymouth that have been feeling the same way. Always has been a pleasure that a small city like this can keep such a magnificent green space like this park.

Now, the new plan to make constructions on this home of local wildlife and huge trees, is putting the heart of many people so down, specially children.

All we know that all cities need more than ever to preserve and defend any possibility of green open spaces.

Apart of the benefit that this park represents for the health of the whole people living here, we are facing the biggest threat that our world has been having to face which is Global Warming.

Plymouth is still part of the world.

Global Warming is without doubt a situation of emergency. It cannot be taken lightly.

The government has promised to take steps on this issue.

The "Life Centre" could have been a good idea in other circumstances. But now it is not. It is indeed a luxury that we cannot afford at these times of crisis.

The "Life Centre" project it does not reflect the real necessities of our city.

Our community need projects that put input fighting Climate Change, and projects that helps to grow and develop our sense of community with human warmness.

We need humble projects that join the neighbourhood and encourage citizens to work together and in partnership with nature.

This moment is vital to re-adapt our expensive lifestyle to the necessities of the future.

There is a new generation that need to learn right now how to move forward to a more sustainable city.

And there is a new generation of no-borned yet that will need that sustainability for them to have a life.

The "Life Centre" does not show to have any approach to these real necessities.

It is time for all of us to act with more responsibility for the present and for the future together.

Thank you very much. Peace and light.

Adriana.